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ALISHA WESTERMAN RELEASES “HUMAN PRIZE” MUSIC VIDEO 
 
Los Angeles, California. September 22, 2017. Alisha Westerman has released a new music 
video for “Human Prize”, a song she co-wrote with her boyfriend Shane Gooding, who passed 
away before the song was finished. The track features Danny Frankel (Lou Reed, Fiona Apple) 
on percussion, Tabor Allen (Cherry Glazerr, Psychic Temple) on drums and Westerman on 
guitar and vocals. The song is a simple, stripped-down finish to an eleven-track studio album 
produced by Chris Schlarb (Psychic Temple), and due to be released November 7th, 2017, on 
Long Live Riff Records. The video premieres on buzzbands.la 
 
“Shane had started “Human Prize", but never finished it,” says Westerman. “He was working on 
it after he recorded his album, Paid Driver for Hire, so it was part of the next wave — the next 
wave we never got to hear.” After Gooding passed from cancer, Westerman completed the song 
using his notes and performed it for the first time at The Sidewalk Cafe in New York’s East 
Village.  
 
The video features Westerman busking on the LA Metro while traveling from Hollywood to 
downtown Long Beach. “Busking was something I started doing in New York,” says Westerman. 
“For one, I was broke and any bit of money helped. But also, it’s the best practice. You see what 
resonates with people.”  
 
The video offers a candid depiction of commuters, including impromptu audience participation. 
Westerman plays her Martin guitar (inherited from Gooding), and wears a jumpsuit by local LA 
designer, Feng, whose unisex pieces have a down-to-earth appeal. The lyrics of “Human Prize” 
speak from the point of view of an isolated celebrity, a lonely billionaire and single working 
parents, and how each relates to money. 
 
“Human Prize” was produced and directed by Francis Capone and shot by Markus Mentzer. The 
Ego Trip album release party is Tuesday, November 7th at The Semi-Tropic in Echo Park. For 
more information and to pre-order the album, go to www.alishawesterman.com 
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About Alisha Westerman and Ego Trip 
 
Alisha Westerman is a Los Angeles-based Caribbean American artist from the island of St. 
Croix. Her father is sailor and Calypsonian entertainer Llewellyn Westerman. Her mother is a 
craftsperson from Long Beach. Westerman began studying piano when she was six and guitar 
when she was 12. She earned a BA in Creative Writing from UC Santa Barbara. After college, 
she focused on poetry and non-fiction, and was awarded a PEN Fellowship and Idyllwild Poetry 
Scholarship.  

While living in Long Beach, Westerman met Shane Gooding, a music artist who encouraged her 
to push her skills to the next level. Shane’s quick and shocking passing from cancer compelled 
Westerman to leave California for New York, where she focused on songwriting and found a 
home within the anti-folk scene. She played weekly at The Sidewalk Cafe, where well-known 
acts including Regina Spektor, Lana Del Rey and The Moldy Peaches performed at the start of 
their careers.  

Westerman has sung on projects for Steve Aoki, 60-watt kid, Ikey Owens (Look Daggers, The 
Mars Volta, Jack White), Jim Schwartz (Innaway, Gang Violets), 2-Mex (Up Above Records) 
and Misha (Tomlab Records). 

Ego Trip is Westerman’s debut studio album. It features ten of her original songs and one Neil 
Young cover. It was produced by Chris Schlarb at BIG EGO (Psychic Temple, Terry Reid, Mike 
Watt ) and mastered by David Gardner at Infrasonic Mastering (The Bad Plus, Black Lips, Rocket 
from the Crypt).  

Westerman’s music has folk roots, with jazz, early country and Afro-Caribbean influences. Her 
style is characterized by poetic storytelling and a seamless blending of genres. For more 
information and to pre-order the album, go to www.alishawesterman.com 
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